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Abstract The N-doped TiO2 has been synthesized by

sol–gel method, using titanium isopropoxide, isopropanol

and an aqueous solution of ammonia with ratio 2:1:10. The

concentrations used for the NH3 aqueous solution were 3,

7, 10 and 15 %. The samples have been analysed by X-ray

diffraction, electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) ther-

mogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calo-

rimetry (DSC), micro-Raman spectroscopy and diffuse

reflectivity. TEM, SEM, DSC and TGA showed that the

morphology is influenced by the presence of N3- ions but

not by the concentration of the solution. Instead reflectance

gave us a relation between values of the energy gap and the

concentration of N3- ions: the gap between valence and

conduction band lowers as the concentration of NH3 in the

starting solution increases. From these results we can say

that the properties of the material have been tuned by

doping with nitrogen ions because the particles absorb

more light in the visible range, and this is important for

photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications.

Keywords Photocatalysis � N-doped TiO2 � Sol–gel
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1 Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2), a large-band gap semi-conductor,

has been widely studied because of its unique optical and

chemical properties. Applications in photocatalysis [1], e.g.

for advanced photochemical applications [2] interfacing

with organic molecules (DNA included [3]), solar energy

production [4, 5], and water treatment [6] are the main

reasons to investigate the surface properties of such a

material. At room temperature and pressure, TiO2 exists in

three natural polymorphs, i.e. anatase, brookite, rutile.

Rutile is thermodynamically more stable than anatase [7–

9]. When TiO2 is irradiated by light with wavelength

k\ 387 nm, electrons are promoted across the band gap

(3.2 or 3.0 eV in the anatase or rutile crystalline phase,

respectively) into the conduction band, leaving holes in the

valence band [10–12]. These holes have high oxidation

power, then react with adsorbed hydroxide ions to produce

hydroxyl radicals, the main oxidizing species responsible

for the photooxidation of organic compounds [11]. How-

ever, the application of pure TiO2 is limited, because it

requires UV activation. With pure TiO2, only less than 5 %

of the solar radiation reaching the surface of the earth can

be used; consequently, considerable effort has been direc-

ted toward expanding the optical response of TiO2 from the

UV to the visible light region. One way to introduce

allowed energy states in the band gap of TiO2 by doping

with transition metal ions such V, W, or Fe [12–17], but

these doped materials are unstable. Another approach is to

modify TiO2 with nonmetal atoms, such as S, C, or N [18–

23]. Burda et al. [24] performed nitrogen doping at room

temperature by employing the direct amination of TiO2

nanoparticles whereas Sathish et al. [25] synthesized

nitrogen doped TiO2 with spherical shape and homoge-

neous size through a chemical method using TiCl3 as
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precursor. In both cases light absorption onset shifts to the

visible region.

Ohno et al. [26] found that the absorption edge of TiO2

was largely shifted from 400 to 700 nm by doping car-

bonate species into the TiO2 lattice. Wang et al. [27] pre-

pared a C-doped TiO2 catalyst using a nonhydrolytic sol–

gel method and found that substitutional and interstitial

carbon atoms coexisted in the lattice of TiO2; the most

important part of research is the ability to create repro-

ducible samples with the same characteristics and proper-

ties. The control of the reaction could be done by selecting

the proper reactants [28] and varying the relative percent-

age of the dopant precursor [29–32]. In the present work

we synthesized nitrogen-doped TiO2 nanoparticles using

the sol–gel method.

2 Experimental procedure

Titania has been doped with different percentage of nitro-

gen starting from a solution of H2O and NH3 with four

different volume concentration (3, 7, 10, 15 %). In the text

the samples are identified using the notation TiO2Nx%

where x is the percentage of NH3 in the starting solution.

Synthesis of doped titania was carried out using sol–gel

technique: an aqueous solution of NH3 was introduced

under stirring with titanium isopropoxide and 2-propanol.

The first step is to mix titanium isopropoxide, isopropanol

and water under vigorous stirring for 4 h in order to create

a white mellow gel; then the mixture undergoes a thermal

treatment at 100 �C for 12 h in order to eliminate the

residual water and organic compounds still trapped inside

and densify the amorphous aerogel [29]. At last the

material undergoes calcination, performed in mitten, which

is necessary to obtain crystalline nano-scaled powder. The

control of the temperature allows to obtain different crystal

structures: in the undoped samples a treatment at 350 �C

for 1 h is sufficient to have the complete conversion in

anatase, and a treatment at 700 �C for 1 h totally converts

anatase into rutile. In order to have a reference, an undoped

sample has been also synthesised, using deionized water

instead of the aqueous ammonia solution. All the samples,

including this last one, have undergone the same sub-

sequent thermal treatments.

The samples have been analysed by X-ray diffraction

(XRD), electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) thermo-

gravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calo-

rimetry (DSC), micro-Raman spectroscopy and diffuse

reflectivity.

Phase identification was performed by X-ray powder

diffraction analysis using a Philips PW1830 diffractometer

(Bragg–Brentano geometry; Cu Ka; Ni filtered; range

20–80� 2h; step 0.025� 2h; sampling time 10 s); the

crystalline structures were refined according to the Rietveld

method using the Fullprof program.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed

using a Cambridge S360 microscope on powders coated

with gold in low vacuum.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was per-

formed using a Joel JEM 2010 (200 kV, Lanthanum Boride

crystal) microscope, and the energy dispersive spectros-

copy (EDS) was performed using an Oxford link Pentafet

(Si–Ge) instrument.

Micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed using a

RENISHAW 2000 SYSTEM microspectrometer with a

laser He–Ne k = 632.8 nm.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermo-

gravimetry (TG) were performed using a NETZSCH STA

409 thermobalance with a sensitivity of 0.1 mg, using

6 mm platinum crucible with lid in static air. Crucibles

were filled with different amounts of powders depending

on powder tap density and weighted with a precision bal-

ance (±0.1 mg). As a reference, a crucible filled with the

same weight of calcined kaolin was used. Samples were

heated at 1,200 �C with a heating rate of 10 �C/min, and

TG and DSC baselines were acquired for each run

repeating the same heating programme.

Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was performed using a

JASCO V-570 UV–VIS-NIR spectrophotometer.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 XRD analysis

Samples doped with every NH3 concentration and ther-

mally treated at 350 �C for 1 h show anatase structure. It is

not present any other phase. The XRD pattern (Fig. 1)

shows a small shift of the peaks in relation to the

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of TiO2 anatase (black) and TiO2N10% anatase

(grey). The inset shows the shift of the peaks in the doped sample
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concentration of the NH3 of the starting solution which

could indicate an enlargement of the cell. In fact,

increasing the N3- ion content in the solid solution, the

steric hindrance increases. From structural refinement the

cell parameter a (see Table 1) remains almost constant

while c and the volume seem to increase until saturation.

This trend could be due to a lattice strain induced by the

change in particle morphology (as discussed later) or to the

formation of an interstitial solid solution with a limited

amount of doping.

Undoped samples undergo a phase transition to rutile

structure after thermal treatment in the temperature range

700–900 �C while the sample doped with 10 % NH3

treated at 700 and 900 �C for 3 h, did not completely

convert in the rutile structure (Fig. 2). All thermal treat-

ments gave the coexistence of anatase, rutile and a third

phase recognised as titanium nitride (osbornite-type) by

means of a comparative analysis using Pearson’s Crystal

Data. These results suggest that the anatase structure is

stabilised by N doping and high temperature treatments

lead to a reduction of N solubility.

3.2 SEM analysis

The analyses of samples show that the presence of nitrogen

changes the morphology (Fig. 3). Undoped anatase grains

have rounded shape and form sponge-like aggregates,

while nitrogen doped anatase forms lamellar isolated

aggregates. The variation of the amount of N3- ions inside

the crystal structure does not imply any further morpho-

logical change, even at higher magnification (Fig. 3c). The

Table 1 Refined cell parameters for anatase structure of undoped

TiO2 and nitrogen-doped samples

%NH3 a c V

0 3.7867 (6) 9.482 (2) 135.96 (4)

3 3.7857 (4) 9.4695 (9) 135.71 (3)

7 3.7867 (2) 9.5086 (5) 136.34 (1)

10 3.7854 (2) 9.5012 (4) 136.15 (1)

15 3.7872 (3) 9.4953 (8) 136.19 (2)

Fig. 2 XRD pattern of TiO2N10% after high temperature treatment at

900 �C. The rutile crystal structure coexists with anatase and

osbornite

Fig. 3 The SEM image (reference length: 20 lm, magnification:

91,000, EHT: 20 kV) shows a comparison among aggregates of

undoped anatase (a) and TiO2 N15% anatase lamellae (b); also a

TiO2N3% (c) group of aggregates is shown using an higher

magnification (92,000)
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reason is that the shape stability of TiO2 nanoparticles is

highly dependent on surface chemistry, and the synthesis

conditions play a key role. According to theoretical models

[33], in the case of hydrogenated, hydrogen-rich, and

hydrated surfaces, the shape of anatase and rutile nano-

particles vary very little with surface chemistry (with only

slight changes in the aspect ratio evident); however, in the

case of hydrogen-poor and oxygenated surfaces, that is in

presence of a base such as NH3, nanocrystals of both

polymorphs become elongated, and this could lead to the

formation of lamellar aggregates.

3.3 TEM analysis

The analysis was performed on samples TiO2N3% and

TiO2N15% (Fig. 4). In both samples the shape is more

angular and a little more elongated respect to the undoped

TiO2. There is no evidence that the increase of the NH3

concentration modifies the crystallisation process, the

shape and dimensions of nanoparticles. This evidence is

also confirmed by the analysis of grain size of samples

(Fig. 6), and may signify that there is an effect of saturation

of the adsorbates on the surface sites as previously pointed

out. The grain size of pure anatase is 19 ± 2 nm, while for

TiO2N3% and for TiO2N15% is 17 ± 2 nm, so we can assess

that the presence of nitrogen does not influence the average

dimension of the nanoparticles without any significant

difference in the whole range of concentration, while the

aspect ratio is slightly tuned. This evidence is comple-

mentary and confirms the results of the SEM analysis.

Comparing TEM and SEM analysis, it is possible to

assess that N3- ions influence the shape of the particles and

aggregates, shifting from a rounded sponge-like shape to a

lamellar angular one. The particles have essentially the

same size; moreover the increase of the concentration of

nitrogen in the starting solution does not produce any

further morphological change.

3.4 Micro Raman analysis

Samples were prepared as thin film on glass substrates, and

analysed immediately.

The analysis on TiO2Nx specimens obtained from

ammonia in aqueous solution at different concentrations (3,

7, 10, 15 %) was repeated several times in different points

to verify the homogeneity of the samples.

Vibrational modes of TiO2 were identified according to

literature [34, 35]. In Fig. 5 are represented the spectra

superposition of pure titania, TiO2N3% and TiO2N15%. The

analyses did not show new peaks due to the introduction of

nitrogen: this consideration leads to assess that N3- ions

probably did not occupy substitutional positions of the

anatase crystal structure, but interstitial ones, which only

partially influence vibrational modes of TiO2. Magnification

Fig. 4 TEM image of TiO2N3% (9300, left) and TiO2N15% (9200, right) powders
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of the peak set to 146 cm-1, due to bending vibration of O–

Ti–O bonds, shows a peak shift of 4–6 cm-1, which is

higher than the spectral resolution of the instrument

(3 cm-1). This could confirm the presence of N3- ions in

interstitial sites, creating an hindrance and modifying the

normal vibrational modes of TiO2. In the figure, the line

labelled as ‘‘pure’’ identifies the normal position of the peak

at 146 cm-1, which shifts towards 142 cm-1 for TiO2N3%,

while for TiO2N15% reaches 140 cm-1. Modes of TiO2N7%

and TiO2N10% fall between peaks of TiO2N3% and

TiO2N15% and the shift of the other peaks remains below the

spectral resolution of the micro-spectrophotometer. From

this consideration, we can hypothesise that the N3- ions

enter in interstitial position in relation to the concentration of

nitrogen in the starting solution, until saturation. Probably,

the saturation level is reachable starting from an aqueous

solution of ammonia 3 %, in fact the shift at higher con-

centration of the solution is comparable with the instrument

sensitivity.

3.5 TGA-DSC analysis

The undoped and TiO2N3% samples were compared both

after the drying process and after the heat treatment at

350 �C, and every measure has been repeated two times in

order to ensure the goodness of the acquired data and to

eliminate any possible artifact. However, all the doubled

measures were in agree.

In Fig. 6 it is shown the weight loss curve for undoped

anatase and TiO2N3% previously dried at 100 �C, with the

corresponding DSC spectra overplotted and referred to a

secondary axe in order to better compare the informations.

The undoped sample shows a larger overall weight loss,

which takes places in different regions: the first step, which

is at lower temperatures, can be assigned to the loss of the

remaining water; a second step, which begins around

240 �C, is due to the oxidation of isopropanol adsorbed on

the surface, and is correlated to a strong exothermic peak

observable in the DSC plot. Both samples show an exo-

thermic peak at 400 �C in correspondence of a phase

transition of TiO2, which crystallises in the anatase struc-

ture starting from the amorphous form.

In Fig. 7 it is shown the weight loss curve for undoped

anatase and TiO2N3% after the heat treatment at 350 �C,

with the corresponding DSC spectra overplotted. It is

important to notice that approximately the 4 % of the ini-

tial mass corresponds to water readsorbed on the surface of

the powders while cooling from 350 �C to room tempera-

ture (as confirmed from the DSC endothermic peak at

100 �C). Chemically adsorbed water has a stronger bond

with the surface, and is released up to 600 �C in a broad

range of temperatures. The undoped sample shows a

weight loss which is 15 % larger than the TiO2N3% one,

and also an exothermic peak around 700 �C, due to the

phase transition from anatase to rutile. This transformation

happens approximately 100 �C above the bulk transition

temperature for pure TiO2: thus, the contribution of the

surface energy, which should not be neglected when

Fig. 5 Micro-Raman spectra of pure anatase (top line), TiO2N3%

(central line), TiO2N15% (bottom line). Power: 25 %, Acc. 10, Time:

1 s, Obj.: 950, static scan: 540 nm

Fig. 6 Thermogravimetric scan (T: 0–1,170 �C, rate: 10 �C/min) of

pure anatase and TiO2N3% dried samples. The DSC signal is

superposed in order to facilitate the interpretation

Fig. 7 Thermogravimetric scan (T: 0–1,170 �C, rate: 10 �C/min) of

pure anatase and TiO2N3% samples after heat treatment at 350 �C.

The DSC signal is superposed in order to facilitate the interpretation
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treating nanopowders, stabilises the anatase phase. The

nitrogen doping causes a further stabilisation of anatase: in

fact, doped samples do not show any recrystallisation peak,

and this is in agreement with XRD analyses.

The experimental results confirm that doped samples

absorb less water because of a denser microstructure and

lower surface area, as observed with SEM, and that nitro-

gen doping leads to the stabilisation of the anatase struc-

ture. Moreover it was found that undoped powders were

sintered after thermogravimetric analyses, while doped

samples remained loose powders. This evidence is critical

from the practical point of view because, even though

doped samples show a lower surface area, these ones are

more stable and could be used in more severe environ-

ments, which are very common in chemical plants.

3.6 Diffuse reflectance analysis

Since the colour of powders varies visibly with the con-

centration of N3- inside the crystal structure, we decided to

measure the diffuse reflectance, which is a common anal-

ysis for the study of powders. A beam illuminates the

sample and penetrates for few atomic layers, where is

reflected or scattered. A change in the band position and in

the shape of the peak gives a clear information about the

elements and the bonds of the substance. The radiation is

collected with special integrating spheres, and the output is

a spectrum in terms of absorbance or reflectance. Samples

were prepared in tablets, pressing 400 mg of powders at

4 atm, and every scan has been performed on a new tablet,

in order to have reliable results. The superposition of the

spectra shows the different behaviour of the doped anatase

respect to the pure one. In the visible region there is an

edge of absorption which shifts to lower wave-numbers for

samples synthesized with higher concentrations of NH3.

Using the wavelength corresponding to the edge of the

experimental spectrum, we derived the Egap of each sample

using the relation: Degap = c/k. The results listed in

Table 2 show that the increase of the concentration of NH3

in the solution corresponds to the shift of the absorption

edge towards the visible region, due to the decrease of the

energy gap. The decrease of the energy gap is consistent

with literature [36], and is a very important result, because

this allows the use of natural light for photocatalytic

reactions and photovoltaic applications.

4 Conclusions

The systematic study of nitrogen-doped TiO2 plays a key

role for enhancing the yield of the material, especially the

photocatalytic activity. The optimisation of the material

properties is in fact essential for any electronic device,

filtration apparatus or sterilization system produced starting

from powders.

The synthesis with the sol–gel method leads to the for-

mation nanoparticles with sharp grain size distribution, and

in sufficient amount to perform different types of analysis.

Anatase was always synthesised without any problem,

while the synthesis of rutile often presented phase separa-

tion, due to the difficulty to insert interstitial ions of dopant

in the structure. In fact in the case of N3- ions we obtained

a mixture of rutile and titanium nitride.

Using different analysis techniques (XRD, SEM, TEM,

Micro-Raman, Reflectometry) it was possible to under-

stand the behaviour of the nitrogen inside the lattice.

Doped samples have only anatase structure, and the XRD

analysis revealed a shift of peaks due to the variation of

cell parameters. It is not possible to say exactly if N3- ions

enter in substitutional or interstitial position using XRD

only: for this reason we performed micro-Raman analysis,

from whose results we hypothesised that nitrogen occupies

interstitial positions. In order to have the definitive vali-

dation, we programmed neutron diffraction experiments at

the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble (France).

TEM, SEM, DSC and TG showed that the morphology

is influenced by the presence of N3- ions but not by the

concentration. Reflectance gave us a relation between

values of the energy gap and the concentration of N3- ions.

The gap between valence and conduction band lowers as

the concentration of NH3 in the starting solution increases.

From these results we can say that the properties of the

material have been improved by doping with nitrogen ions,

and the functionality of the devices produced using TiO2

nanopowders coming from sol–gel reactions could be

easily enhanced. In fact, the doping method is simple and

can be applied on a large scale, the obtained material does

not need to work under UV irradiation to be significantly

efficient in photocatalysis, and the efficiency in photovol-

taic applications can substantially increase, due to possi-

bility to absorb a larger fraction of solar light. Moreover,

even though doped samples show a lower surface area,

these ones are more stable and could be used in more

severe environments, which are very common in chemical

plants.

Table 2 Values of wavelength and the energy gap calculated for

undoped anatase and nitrogen-doped samples

%NH3 Wavelength (nm) Energy gap (eV)

0 384 3.642

3 398 3.123

7 402 3.092

10 407 3.054

15 413 3.009
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